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‘This is the first generation of 

people that work, play, 
think and learn

differently than their parents. 
They are the first generation to 
not be afraid of technology. 
It’s like the air to them.’

Don Tapscott



What elements of current 

classroom
pedagogy can be 

problematic?



relational tensions
teacher as driver

absence issues
one size fits all

confrontation
control



It is nothing short of a miracle 
that modern methods of 
instruction have not yet entirely 

strangled the holy 

curiosity of inquiry.  
Albert Einstein



why is this 

important?
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Why change?





“The illiterate of the 21st century will not be 
those who cannot read and write, but those 

who cannot learn, unlearn, and 

relearn”    Alvin Toffler



What is 

paradigm

shift?



A paradigm shift (or revolutionary science) is, 

according to Thomas Kuhn, in his 
influential book The Structure of Scientific 

Revolutions (1962), a change in the basic 
assumptions, or paradigms, within the 
ruling theory of science … Since the 1960s, the term 
has also been used in numerous non-scientific 

contexts to describe a profound 
change in a fundamental 
model or perception of events ... 



UK: school or prison?



UK: school or prison?

silence, separation & surveillance

2012 UK expenditure per child = £6,500 (av)
2012 UK expenditure per prisoner = £37,000 (av)



How does a paradigm change?

What happens when a paradigm changes?

What does change look like in an 
educational context?



What is the 

pedagogy of the 
new paradigm?



… in the background of our thinking … 

Blooms
Habits of Mind
21st century skills

Multiple intelligences
5 minds for the Future



Supporting future-oriented learning & teaching: 
a New Zealand perspective. 

Report to the Ministry of Education
free PDF 2012



Innovation Unit UK
free PDF
2012



Greg Whitby
2013



Innovation Unit
UK 2013

(Kindle - Amazon - edition $9.99)

IDEO
2012 2013
(free download)



Gardner’s 5 Minds for the Future

Disciplined
Synthesizing
Creating
Respectful

Ethical



The four “c’s” of the 
21st century

Creativity
Collaboration
Critical thinking
Communication



Many schools have 

5 year strategic plans or even 
10 year development plans, 

but fail to have 

pedagogic vision!



2 yrs + 13 yrs + 4 yrs + 2014
Preschool   +   school +   university + date 

= 2033



Schools need a 20+
years pedagogic vision!



‘Invent the 

future, 
don’t prevent

the future’



The contexts for life are changing:

• social
• economic

• technological
• relational

• generational
• mobility

• globalism



www.mccrindle.com.au









Change.









Do your children view schooling as being like a 

long distance economy plane journey? 

You strap yourself in, find as many distractions as 
you can, disengage and bunker down for the long 

haul hoping the destination is worth it!



Let’s 
consider



19th century transportation



21st century transportation



19th C     banking



21st century banking



19th century 

architecture



21st century 

architecture



19th century medicine



21st century medicine



but



19th century 
schooling



19th century 
schooling



with



21st century 
schooling



21st century 
schooling



What is the new
paradigm?



Elements to 

connect:
Pedagogic space
Physical space
Virtual space
Cultural space



What could new
pedagogy look like?



highly collaborative



Teachers team as 

in a game of soccer or netball

moving to where the 

ball will be, not where it is



Elements of collaboration:

- shared language
- high trust

-modular design

- clearly owned
- highly professional



innovation and 
creativity should abound

Elements of collaboration 

take time to 

mature in an organisation



Real estate is both

physical and 
virtual



Agile space – constantly 

transforming, 
adjusting and 
responding



Spaces for:

expertise, information, 
interaction

contemplation, casual 
collisions and collaborations
inspiration, creativity, and 

reflection



Move away from the ‘factory-style’ paradigm

Separate rooms
Separate and separated educators

Separated class groups
Separate desks & chairs or rows

Separate preparation

separate



Find schools or companies from whom 

you can learn
Engage with the design process
Dream big & take risks
Embrace failure as growth 

opportunity
Move confidently 



Ask some BIG questions

Does my practice reflectmy educational beliefs?
What if we believed every person can be successful?

What are we prepared to change in order to maximise 

engagement?



How many school buildings 

designed in the last 10 years
are already needing 
modification?



Will school buildings as 

currently designed 
and built have currency in 
one or two decades?



What implications 
does mobile technology hold 

for education?



How might school 

design have an 

impact on helping keep 
technology as the pedagogic 

tool, not the driver?



How might the 

economics of learning 
impact the future of 

schooling? 



The future of education 

will be 

what make it to be!



What spaces do I like?



bridging the divide



mono-functional to multi-functional
push topull teacher to teams
control to empowerment

management to engagement
teaching to learning  passive to active
static to mobile batch to personal



Design considerations for NBCS:
• don’t design a future problem
• design to inspire
• think longer term, not short term
• design an agile, blank canvas
• think differently



design principles for buildings  & spaces:

• agile, mobile, adaptive
• educative, practical
• multi functional, multi modal
• sensitive (voice, touch)
• personal, relational

• community-building
• diverse, authentic

• transparent



How has education design 

responded to this challenge?





Sorry, inadequate. 

No disruption of mental models there.
The encouragement would be to 

revert, not relearn. 





The end product of education 

has to have a purpose:
• Social cohesion
• Community development

• Job creation
• Purpose & meaning

• Future oriented

• Growth



Some 

questions to 
frame our 
conversation:
Adapted from Edna Sackson
whatedsaid.wordpress.com/2013/08/03/10-questions-to-help-
you-become-a-better-teacher



1. What do I believe
about learning?

2. Does my practice 

reflectmy beliefs?



3. How do I shiftmy 
focus from what I teach 
to how they learn?

4. Is the learner at the 

centre of everything?



5. Do my students 

own their learning?

6. How can I ‘make 

friends with the 
curriculum’?



7. How do I encourage 

creativity?

8. How can I ensure the 

learning space
promotes learning?



9. How can I ensure I 

am a learner first? 

10. How can I 
contribute to a 

culture of learning?



How should this affect 

curriculum design?

How should this affect spatial

design principles?


